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How to upload twaifl's videos?.Passwords are usually entered on a computer,
but they’re also important on a phone. We asked three experts—parents,

grandparents, and caregivers—to share their tips for creating secure
passwords on their kids’ phones. Experts tell us they use the same basic

strategies on all devices, but some have a few tips for family members too,
like making one password easy to remember (so kids don’t have to look up it

on their phone), locking down apps with a PIN code (so that kids don’t
accidentally enter it when their parents aren’t around), and setting up a device
“child lock.” The takeaway? If you want to create a secure space for your kids

on their phone—or you want to give them some tips for creating a secure
space for themselves—these tips will help. 1. Lock down apps with a PIN code.
Parents can also lock down apps by creating a PIN code. “Having a separate
PIN code gives you the ability to lock down apps for kids and the ability to
keep them separate from your own apps,” notes Greg Paige, a parent and

founder of the family-tech education platform Babble. In addition to locking
down apps, these codes can also help kids create secure screensavers that

only they can see. 2. Pick passwords that are easy to remember. “Children can
spend hours trying to work out passwords,” said Julia Moran, a mom and

technology expert. The last thing you want is for a child to try to break into
your family’s online accounts. The easiest way to do this is to pick passwords
that are easy for children to remember. “If you’re going to lock down a device
it doesn’t mean you have to limit their access,” says Andra Martell, a mom and
parenting expert. “You want to give kids with their own devices access to your

accounts, so an easy password is the right approach. Beyond picking a
password that's easy for kids to remember, think about whether you want to

use an all-caps or all-lowercase password. “Children, especially young children,
use the all-lowercase letter frequency,” explains Paige. (That means there are
more all-lowercase characters in their everyday language.) Don’t forget to use
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